
Read, Write, Inc



You cannot separate 

phonic knowledge and 

phonic skills
 phonic knowledge

I know the sound that each letter of the alphabet 
makes

I know the name of each letter of the alphabet 

 phonic skills

I can blend (put sounds together  to read or write a 
word)

I can decode a word (I can differentiate between 
sounds in a word)

I can hear/identify the initial sound in a word



Sound buttons 

and “Fred talk”



Meet Fred
Fred talk  Fred the frog helps children read and spell. He can 

say the sounds in words but he cannot say the whole word, so 

children have to help him. Staff “Fred talk” throughout the day 

to help children learn to blend

CT says: “d – o – g, “  children reply: “dog”

Games: Simon says put your hands on your ch-e-s-t               

Role play house: set the table with a b-ow-l, f-or-k, s-p-oo-

 Fred fingers  used to spell green words

 Fred in your head   once children can sound out a word, we 

teach them to say the words in their heads (silently)



 YR







Our language             

is complex !  

Red cards =               

tricky words







Feeling good !

 Writing and reading are complex activities, 

meaning children are easily put off so….

…encourage / be positive / praise

… give opportunities to write, look for opportunities   

to read

…little and often

…videos Oxford Owl / Read, Write, Inc



Phonics and writing

 A child needs to recognise and remember  how 

to draw the symbols for each sound in our 

language (only 30 as your children are in 

Reception !)… …. 

 If your child forms each sound correctly others will 

be able to read their writing – powerful stuff at 4-

5 years old !





Mini glossary

 Phoneme the sound that is heard

 Grapheme how sounds are represented    
graphically/drawn



 Ask your difficult questions 

to Mrs Griffiths

 Refer to the Read, Write , Inc

videos linked to the schools 

website

 If you have a query or you 

want something clarified, 

just ask. 

 I will answer the easy    

questions ! 


